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Abstract 

Light field micro-particle image velocimetry (LF-µPIV) can realize the three-dimensional (3D) microscale velocity 

field measurement, but the spatial resolution of the velocity field is low. Therefore, this study proposes a high-resolution 

LF particle image-tracking velocimetry (PIV-PTV) in combination with a cross-validation matching (CVM) algorithm. 

The proposed method performs motion compensation for the distribution of particle center position based on the low-

resolution velocity field achieved by PIV and then conducts the CVM on tracer particles with the nearest neighbor 

method. The motion compensation reduces the particle displacement during the matching, while the CVM reduces the 

impact of missing particles on the matching accuracy. Thus, the proposed method enables precise tracking of individual 

particles at higher particle concentrations and improves the spatial resolution of the velocity field. Numerical simulations 

were conducted on the 3D displacement field reconstruction. The influence of interrogation window size, particle 

diameter and concentration were analyzed. Experiments were conducted on the microscale 3D velocity field within the 

microchannel with right-angle bends. Results indicate that the proposed method provides the high-resolution 

measurement of the microscale 3D velocity field and improves the precision of the velocity field compared to the PTV 

at higher particle concentrations. It demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms PIV by 26% in resolution and 

PTV by 76% in precision at a higher particle concentration of 1.5 particles per microlens. 

Keywords：  Light field microscopy; Particle image velocimetry; Particle tracking velocimetry Cross-validation 

matching; Spatial resolution 

1 Introduction 

Microfluidic chips offer precise control over microfluidic flows by utilizing specialized channel structures, such as 

the Y-shaped junction and serpentine channel, and enhance the efficiency of heat and mass transfer. Thus, microfluidic 

chips have been extensively used in various applications including organic synthesis1-3, chemical analysis4-6 and chip 

cooling7-9. However, with the continuous advancement of microfluidic chips, the complexity of channel structures has 

increased and led to complex three-dimensional (3D) microfluidic flows such as the vortex flow10-12 and droplet flow13-

15. A high-resolution 3D velocity field measurement technique is necessary for the accurate measurement of high-

resolution 3D velocity fields of these complex microfluidic flows as well as for a better understanding of microfluidic 

heat and mass transfer mechanisms. This understanding, in turn, can facilitate the optimization of channel structures and 

thus enhance the overall performance of microfluidic chips. 

The micro-particle image velocimetry (μPIV) is a commonly used method for characterizing microfluidic flow, 

which combines the PIV and a microscopic imaging system for achieving non-interference and full-field measurement 

of microscale velocity fields16, 17. Various μPIV techniques are proposed such as confocal scanning μPIV18, 19, 

holographic μPIV20, 21, stereoscopic μPIV22, 23 and defocused μPIV24-26. However, these use complex imaging systems 

and provide low temporal resolution resulting in the inability to achieve transient velocity field measurement. In contrast, 

Light field (LF)-μPIV offers a simple solution for measuring the microscale 3D velocity fields through a single LF 

camera and provides higher temporal resolution27, 28. The depth and lateral positions of the tracer particles can 

simultaneously be recorded under a single exposure with the aid of a microlens array (MLA) between the microscope 

tube lens and the camera sensor29. The tracer particle distribution can be retrieved through volumetric reconstruction 
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algorithms30, 31 and the microscale 3D velocity field can then be obtained through cross-correlation (CC) calculation on 

the reconstructed particle distributions from two successive frames. For the CC calculation, the measurement volume 

can be divided into multiple interrogation windows, and the CC coefficient of each interrogation window will be 

calculated to determine the velocity vector 32. However, to ensure the reliability of the velocity vector, each interrogation 

window must contain at least four tracer particles33, which means a minimum of four tracer particles is required for an 

accurate velocity vector measurement. The reconstruction quality of the particle distribution is also crucial for the 3D 

velocity measurement. For LF-μPIV, it has been observed that the reconstruction quality decreases with increasing 

particle concentration and the particle concentration should not be too high to ensure the precision of the velocity field. 

Typically, a particle concentration of 1-1.5 particles per microlens (ppm), which is equivalent to 0.0015-0.0023 particles 

per pixel (ppp) is recommended28, 30, 31, 35. Also, this concentration is much lower than that of confocal scanning μPIV 

(i.e., 0.01 ppp)36. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the velocity field achieved by the LF-μPIV depends on the particle 

concentration. To improve the spatial resolution of the velocity field under the constraint of limited particle concentration, 

it is imperative to track particles individually, thereby generating an equivalent number of velocity vectors to that of 

tracer particles. This can be achieved by the LF micro-particle tracking velocimetry (μPTV). 

The LF-μPTV37 measures the microscale 3D velocity field through a particle matching algorithm such as the nearest 

neighbor or relaxation methods. The relaxation method requires expert knowledge due to a large number of adjustable 

parameters38 whereas the nearest neighbor method only requires the specification of a fixed search radius based on the 

maximum displacement39-41. However, within a fixed measurement volume, a higher particle concentration leads to a 

small particle spacing and increases the ratio of particle displacement to particle spacing. This creates additional particles 

to become visible within the range of particle displacement. As a result, the probability of obtaining valid particle 

matching through the nearest neighbor method is decreased38, 42, thus reducing the precision of the velocity field 

measurement. Consequently, the nearest neighbor method is only suitable for lower particle concentrations around 0.1 

ppm37, which is much lower than those used in LF-μPIV (e.g., 1-1.5 ppm). It is, therefore, important to accurately track 

individual particles at a higher particle concentration to improve the spatial resolution of the velocity field of the LF-

μPTV. The particle matching algorithm such as the Shake the Box approach43 is based on the temporal consistency of 

particle displacement and provides a higher matching accuracy at higher particle concentrations. However, it requires 

multiple successive frames (typically 10 frames or more) for the particle distribution reconstruction, which greatly 

increases the computational cost. In addition, complex and expensive lasers and high-speed cameras are required to 

ensure the temporal consistency of particle displacement between the multiple successive frames43, which is also costly 

and difficult to implement. Thus, an appropriate solution is required to ensure a high resolution and precision of the 

velocity field by utilizing two successive frames of the reconstructed particle distributions. This can be achieved by 

developing a hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm44, 45 where a low-resolution velocity field can initially be achieved through the 

PIV, followed by individual particle tracking using the PTV. Also, the distribution of particle center position in the first 

frame can be adjusted through the motion compensation based on the velocity field of PIV. This can reduce the particle 

displacement between the adjusted first frame and the original second frame during the matching, thereby improving the 

accuracy of particle matching with the nearest neighbor method44, 45. The actual velocity field can then be obtained by 

substituting the matching results into the two successive original frames for particle tracking. 

The hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm has successfully been used in tomographic PIV/PTV for high-resolution 3D velocity 

field measurements of macroscopic fluid flows46. The LF-μPIV/PTV is a variant of tomographic PIV/PTV47 and is 

usually constrained by limited viewing angles48. This constraint, however, enlarges the elongation of reconstructed 

particles and lowers the precision of particle positioning. As a result, the measurement precision of the hybrid PIV-PTV 

can be adversely affected. Hence, it is crucial to assess the suitability of the hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm for high-resolution 

measurements in LF-μPIV/PTV. Additionally, the precision of the velocity field obtained by the PIV plays a significant 

role in motion compensation, thereby impacting the subsequent particle matching accuracy. As the precision of PIV is 

affected by multiple parameters such as interrogation window size, particle diameter and concentration33, it is essential 

to investigate the effects of these parameters on the measurement precision of the hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm. 

Furthermore, in LF-μPIV/PTV, the reconstructed particles can be overlapped31 and lower the particle identification 
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accuracy, thus some particles can be missed. When the particle distributions are reconstructed from two successive 

frames, the missing particles may only be present in one frame rather than in the other frame, leading to the loss-of-pair 

particles. In PTV, these loss-of-pair particles affect the particle matching accuracy and reduce the measurement precision 

of the velocity field49, 50. A cross-validation matching (CVM) strategy (i.e., involves forward matching, backward 

matching and cross-validation of the two matching results) can be used to resolve this issue49, 50. This strategy reduces 

the impact of loss-of-pair particles on the matching accuracy effectively. It is anticipated that by integrating the CVM 

strategy into the hybrid PIV-PTV, the accuracy of the particle matching can be improved, and the measurement precision 

of the high-resolution velocity field can be enhanced. 

 In this study, a LF PIV-PTV along with a CVM is proposed for high-resolution microscale 3D velocity field 

measurement. First, the integration strategy of the hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm with CVM in LF-μPIV/PTV is explained. 

Second, numerical simulations are performed to reconstruct the 3D displacement field under higher particle stretching. 

The capability of the proposed method is assessed to achieve precise individual particle tracking at higher particle 

concentrations. The effects of the different parameters (such as interrogation window size, particle diameter and 

concentration) on the reconstruction performance are also carried out and subsequently facilitate the optimized 

parameters. Experimental evaluations of the proposed method are conducted on the microscale 3D velocity field 

measurement within the microchannel with right-angle bends. The results achieved from the simulations and experiments 

are presented and discussed.  

2 Light field PIV-PTV 

It is crucial to obtain the displacement field of tracer particles for the velocity field measurement, as the velocity 

field is measured by calculating the ratio of particle displacement field to the time interval between two consecutive 

frames. Thus, in this section, the displacement field instead of the velocity field is discussed. 

 

Fig. 1 Technical strategy of the LF PIV-PTV in combination with CVM. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of the LF PIV-PTV in combination with CVM. The low-resolution displacement field 

is achieved through CC calculation between the reconstructed particle distributions of two successive frames. The 

distributions of particle center position in the first (PCP1) and second (PCP2) frames are obtained by employing Gaussian 

fitting to the particle intensity values of each reconstructed particle, as the reconstructed particle intensity values 

correspond to the Gaussian distribution function31. To reduce the particle displacement and improve the matching 

accuracy, motion compensation is performed on the PCP1 using the low-resolution velocity field. As a result, PCP1 is 

adjusted to the distribution of particle center position in the shifted first frame (PCP1s). Then the particle matching is 

performed between PCP1s and PCP2 through a nearest neighbor method based on the CVM. Once the particle matching 

is achieved, the proposed method is used to track individual particles thus providing the high-resolution displacement 

field measurement. 

During the CC calculation, the measurement volume is divided into multiple interrogation windows. Then, the 

normalized CC coefficient R is calculated for each interrogation window and defined as51 
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where E1 and E2 denote the intensity distribution of the reconstructed particles within the interrogation window of the 

first and second frames, respectively. (I, J, K) denotes the total voxel numbers in the x, y and z-directions, (i,j,k) is the 

control variable and (l,m,n) denotes the 3D displacement in voxels. R is from -1 to 1 and a large R corresponds to a 

higher correlation. The average particle displacement within the interrogation window is estimated as the peak position 

of the CC coefficient, where the maximum R is located. Once the average particle displacements for all interrogation 

windows are determined, the low-resolution displacement field of the tracer particles can be obtained. 

After CC calculation, the low-resolution displacement field is used for motion compensation in the hybrid PIV-PTV 

method, which transforms PCP1 to PCP1s. This can be expressed as 
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where c1 and c1s represent the particle center positions of PCP1 and PCP1s, respectively. disc1
 represents the average 

particle displacement within the interrogation window where c1 is located. Subscripts x, y and z represent 3D directions.  

 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the relationship between the particle displacements (illustrated in a single interrogation window) 

As motion compensation transforms PCP1 to PCP1s, the particle matching using the nearest neighbor method is 

performed between PCP1s and PCP2 rather than between PCP1 and PCP2. This changes the particle displacement 

between two frames during the matching and affects the particle matching accuracy. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship 

between the particle displacements before and after the motion compensation within a single interrogation window. The 

original displacement, diso is the particle displacement between PCP1 and PCP2 before motion compensation, whereas 

the new displacement, disn is the particle displacement between PCP1s and PCP2 after motion compensation. 

Additionally, the average displacement, disa is the particle displacement between PCP1 and PCP1s. As shown in Fig. 2, 

the diso, disn and disa together formed a vector triangle, which implies that disn is the vector difference between the diso 

and disa (i.e., disn = diso - disa). Generally, the disa obtained by CC calculation approaches to diso
33 and leads to a 

significantly smaller value of disn compared to diso. For the nearest neighbor method, a small particle displacement 

indicates a high particle matching accuracy38, 42. For example, when conducting the particle matching between PCP1s 

and PCP2, a smaller disn ensures that no additional particles are visible within the range of particle displacement, thus 

forming accurate matching pairs. However, when performing particle matching between PCP1 and PCP2, a larger diso 

will lead to the presence of other particles within the displacement range, resulting in the invalid matching pairs, i.e., 

incorrect displacements, as illustrated by the red dashed lines in Fig. 2. Consequently, the hybrid PIV-PTV method 

improves the particle matching accuracy through motion compensation. 

However, it should be noted that the disa is obtained by the CC calculation and affected by multiple parameters such 
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as interrogation window size, particle diameter and concentration33. When these parameters are not properly optimized, 

a large deviation arises between the disa and diso, leading to fault motion compensation. As a result, the particles in the 

first frame may be shifted to incorrect positions, thereby affecting the particle matching accuracy.  

 
Fig. 3 Principle of the nearest neighbor method based on CVM. 

Although the hybrid PIV-PTV algorithm improves the matching accuracy through the nearest neighbor method 

based on motion compensation, the presence of loss-of-pair particles still generates invalid matching pairs and reduces 

the measurement precision. To mitigate the impact of loss-of-pair particles, the CVM strategy49, 50 is introduced. Fig. 3 

shows the principle of the nearest neighbor method based on the CVM. This method involves the forward (PCP1s → 

PCP2), backward (PCP2 → PCP1s) matching and cross-validation of two matching pairs. In forward matching, a single 

particle in PCP1s forms a forward matching pair with the particle in PCP2 through the nearest neighbor method. Similarly, 

in the backward matching, a single particle in PCP2 forms a backward matching pair with the particle in PCP1s through 

the nearest neighbor method. The cross-validation is then performed on the forward and backward matching pairs, which 

is expressed as 

 c f bM M M∩ ,                                  (3) 

where Mc, Mf and Mb denote the cross-validation, forward matching, and backward matching pairs, respectively. The 

symbol “∩” denotes the intersection operation. The CVM reduces the invalid matching pairs generated by loss-of-pair 

particles, as illustrated by the orange and green dashed circles in Fig. 3. Consequently, the impact of loss-of-pair particles 

on particle matching has significantly diminished. Finally, substituting Mc into PCP1 and PCP2 for particle tracking, the 

LF PIV-PTV along with CVM enables the high-resolution displacement field measurement. 

3 Numerical study 

 
Fig. 4 Simulation process for the reconstruction of 3D displacement field of tracer particles 
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Once the time interval between two successive frames of LF images is established, the velocity and displacement 

field can mutually be transformed. Moreover, the precision of the displacement field is solely influenced by the CC 

calculation or particle matching algorithm and is independent of the time interval. Therefore, numerical simulation is 

conducted to reconstruct the 3D displacement field of tracer particles and to investigate the effects of the interrogation 

window size, particle diameter and particle concentration. Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation process of the reconstruction 

of the 3D displacement field. Initially, two frames of simulated particle distributions are generated within the 

measurement volume according to the simulated 3D displacement field of tracer particles. Forward imaging is performed 

based on the optical parameters of the LF microscope (Table 1) to obtain the LF images48, 52. The LF images are then 

used to reconstruct the particle distributions using the low‑rank decomposition‑based deconvolution (LRDD) algorithm31, 

despite encountering a larger reconstructed particle stretching. Subsequently, Gaussian fitting is applied to the 

reconstructed particle distributions to obtain the corresponding distributions of the particle center position. Finally, the 

reconstructed particle distributions and the distributions of particle center position are then used to achieve the 

reconstruction of the 3D displacement field of tracer particles by the proposed method. 

The optical parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The size of the measurement volume is set to 

220×220×50 μm3, with a discrete voxel size of 0.275×0.275×2 μm3. To minimize the stretching of the reconstructed 

particles, the center of measurement volume is positioned at a distance of 45 μm from the focal plane of the LF 

microscope35, and thus mitigates the effect of the depth location of measurement volume on the low-resolution 

displacement field of PIV33. 

Table 1 Optical Parameters of LF Microscope 

Elements Parameters Values 

Objective lens 
Magnification (Mm) 20 

Numerical aperture (NA) 0.5 

Microlens array 
Microlens pitch (D) 150 μm 

Focal length (fμ) 3000 μm 

Camera Pixel pitch (Pp) 5.5 μm 

The simulated particle distribution in the first frame is randomly generated, whereas the second frame is formed by 

shifting the particles in the first frame according to the simulated 3D displacement field of tracer particles. The simulated 

3D displacement field of tracer particles is the Rankine vortex53 with different displacements at varying depths, which 

can be expressed as 
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where D(r, z) denotes the displacement at the location (r, z)，(xc, yc, zc) denotes the center of the measurement volume. 

zmax denotes the maximum depth of the measurement volume, which is 50 μm. Dmax denotes the maximum displacement 

of the vortex and is set to 11 μm, and R denotes the radius of the vortex and is set to 110 μm. The simulated 3D 

displacement field of tracer particles at a concentration of 1.5 ppm is shown in Fig.4. 

In the simulated particle distribution, the intensity distribution of each particle is modeled by a 3D Gaussian function, 

which is expressed as 
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where I(x, y, z) represents the intensity of a single particle at the location (x, y, z), (xp, yp, zp) represents the center of the 
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particle and dp represents the particle diameter. Notably, the particle concentration and diameter can be adjusted to suit 

different simulated conditions. 

To evaluate the performance of the reconstructed 3D displacement fields through the proposed method, vector 

spacing (svec) and displacement error (dis) are introduced as performance metrics. The svec is utilized to evaluate the 

spatial resolution of the reconstructed 3D displacement field, which is expressed as,  

 3
3

4
m

vec
vec

V
s

N
 ,                                   (6) 

where Vm is the measurement volume (in μm3), and Nvec is the number of independent displacement vectors. Since the 

size of the measurement volume is fixed, the vector spacing depends on the number of displacement vectors. A small svec 

indicates the high spatial resolution of the reconstructed 3D displacement field. 

The displacement error, dis, is used to evaluate the precision of the reconstructed displacement field, which is 

defined as 

  2

, ,
1

1 vec

mea

N

dis i truth i
ivec

d d
N




  ,                           (7) 

where dmea,i and dtruth,i are the measured value and true value of the ith displacement vector, respectively. A small dis 

indicates the high precision of the reconstructed 3D displacement field. 

Furthermore, the 3D displacement fields are also reconstructed through the PIV, PTV and PIV-PTV methods, and 

their performance is compared with the proposed method. Notably, when the vector spacing in Eq. (6) is employed to 

assess the spatial resolution, the number of independent velocity vectors (Nvec) is determined by the number of matched 

particle pairs within the measurement volume for the PTV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method. Conversely, in PIV, Nvec 

is equal to the number of non-overlapping interrogation windows within the measurement volume54. 

3.1 Influence of interrogation window size 

 

(a)                                          (b) 

 

(c)                                          (d) 

Fig. 5 Comparison of the reconstructed 3D displacement fields: (a)PTV, (b)PIV, (c) PIV-PTV and (d) Proposed method. 

Fig. 5 depicts the reconstructed 3D displacement fields achieved by the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed 
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method. The particle diameter and concentration are set to 2 μm and 1.5 ppm, respectively. An interrogation window 

with the size of 128×128×6 voxels is applied. Compared to the simulated 3D displacement field in Fig. 4, it can be 

observed that though PTV provides high spatial resolution, it is plagued with numerous incorrect vectors violating the 

vortex structure, thus providing lower precision. Conversely, the PIV correctly reveals the structure of the Rankine vortex 

and provides a higher precision than the PTV, but its displacement vectors are sparse, resulting in lower spatial resolution. 

However, the PIV-PTV and the proposed method both exhibit higher spatial resolution and precision. Furthermore, the 

proposed method reduces the incorrect vectors generated by the loss-of-pair particles [as shown by the red dashed line 

in Fig. 5(c)] through the CVM. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the proposed method overcomes the low spatial 

resolution of the PIV and low precision of the PTV under higher particle concentrations and mitigates the impact of loss-

of-pair particles, thus achieving a high-precision and high-resolution reconstruction of the 3D displacement field.  

  
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 6 Performance of reconstructed 3D displacement field under different interrogation window sizes: (a) Vector spacing and (b) 

Displacement error. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of the interrogation window size on vector spacing and displacement error of the 

reconstructed 3D displacement fields achieved by the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 

6(a), under different interrogation window sizes, the PIV always yields larger vector spacing than the PTV, PIV-PTV and 

the proposed method. This is attributed to the fact that PIV requires multiple particles to compute a single reliable 

displacement vector through CC calculation. While PTV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method can track an individual 

particle to obtain a displacement vector. The vector spacing of PTV and PIV-PTV is the same but slightly smaller than 

that of the proposed method. Because the PTV and PIV-PTV only perform forward matching, while the proposed method 

employs CVM, which reduces the number of invalid matching pairs and thus leads to increased vector spacing. Moreover, 

increasing the interrogation window size decreases the number of non-overlapping interrogation windows within the 

measurement volume (i.e., Nvec in PIV). Thus, the vector spacing of PIV constantly increases with the interrogation 

window sizes. For PTV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method, the vector spacings depend on the number of matching pairs 

within the measurement volume and are independent of the interrogation window size. However, the vector spacing of 

the proposed method initially decreases and then increases with the interrogation window size due to the displacement 

error, which is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

In Fig. 6(b), it can be observed that the displacement error of the proposed method is smaller than the PTV, PIV and 

PIV-PTV across varying interrogation window sizes. This evidence supports that the proposed method can improve the 

precision of the reconstructed 3D displacement field. As the interrogation window size increases, the displacement error 

of PIV decreases initially and then increases, reaching a minimum at the interrogation window size of 128×128×6 voxels. 

This can be attributed to the fact that, at a constant particle concentration, the interrogation window size determines the 

number of particles within the window, influencing the precision of the reconstructed 3D displacement field of PIV. For 

an interrogation window size of 96×96×4 voxels, only 2 particles are present within the window, which is insufficient 

for the CC calculation and increases the displacement error of PIV55. However, increasing the interrogation window size 
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to 128×128×6 voxels causes 5 particles to appear within the window, which satisfies the requirement of the CC 

calculation, thus reducing the displacement error of PIV. Further increasing the interrogation window size enhances the 

spatial filtering effect and increases the displacement error of PIV55. Thus, to ensure the precision of PIV, the 

interrogation window should strike a balance: it must be sufficiently large to avoid inadequate particle data for the CC 

calculation, yet not excessively large to avoid expanding spatial filtering effects. A small interrogation window, 

containing at least 4 particles is recommended to achieve the minimum displacement error for PIV. 

It should be noted that the displacement error of PIV [in Fig. 6(b)] is from 0.77 to 1.54 μm, which is equivalent to 

3 to 6 voxels. In this scenario, some particles in the PCP1s formed by motion compensation are shifted to incorrect 

positions due to the displacement error of PIV, leading to invalid matching pairs during the particle matching between 

the PCP1s and PCP2. As the displacement error of PIV increases, the number of invalid matching pairs also increases. 

Therefore, the displacement error of PIV-PTV and the proposed method shows a consistent trend with that of PIV as the 

interrogation window size increases. However, some invalid matching pairs are reduced through the CVM, thus 

increasing the vector spacing. In addition, a larger displacement error of PIV leads to a substantial increment of vector 

spacing. Consequently, like the variation of displacement error of PIV with interrogation window size, the vector spacing 

of the proposed method decreases and then increases with increasing interrogation window size as depicted in Fig. 6(a). 

It is, therefore, suggested that a small interrogation window containing at least 4 particles should be selected to improve 

the spatial resolution and precision of the reconstructed 3D displacement field. 

3.3 Influence of particle diameter 

Fig. 7 presents a comparative analysis of the performance of reconstructed 3D displacement fields achieved by the 

PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method for different diameters of tracer particles. As illustrated in Fig. 7(a), the 

vector spacing of PIV remains constant with increasing particle diameter due to the fixed interrogation window size. For 

PTV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method, the vector spacings show slight variation under different particle diameters. 

This is due to the consistent particle missing rates under different particle diameters, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The particle 

missing rate represents the ratio of recognized reconstructed particles to the simulated particles. Increasing the particle 

diameter modifies the voxel intensity values and stretches the reconstructed particle further33. However, the voxel 

intensity values of reconstructed particles still follow a Gaussian distribution and can be recognized through the Gaussian 

fitting. Consequently, the variation in particle missing rates under different particle diameters remains below 0.5%. This 

suggests that changing the particle diameter has no significant impact on the number of recognized reconstructed 

particles as well as the vector spacing. 

  
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 7 Performance of reconstructed 3D displacement field under different particle diameters: (a) Vector spacing and (b) Displacement 

error. 

In Fig. 7(b), it can be seen that the displacement error of PIV slightly increases with the increment of particle 

diameter, which is due to the stretching effect of larger particles33. However, the impact of particle diameter on the 
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displacement error of PIV is limited. For instance, as the particle diameter increases from 0.5 μm to 3 μm, the 

displacement error of PIV increases from 0.77 μm to 0.79 μm. The change in displacement error of PIV is less than 0.1 

voxel, indicating a consistent effect on motion compensation. That means the displacement error of the proposed method 

remains unchanged across different particle diameters. However, a notable increment of displacement error is achieved 

by the proposed method when the particle diameter exceeds 2 μm. This is attributed to the fact that the displacement 

error is also affected by the error of particle center position46. The determination of the particle center position relies on 

identifying the peak position of the Gaussian fitting function. When the particle diameter exceeds 2 μm, the stretching 

is significantly increased and the voxel intensity value changes extensively. As a result, a shift in the peak position of the 

Gaussian function can be observed and the error of particle center position is increased, as shown in Fig. 8(b). 

Consequently, the proposed method also shows an increment in the displacement error when the particle diameter 

exceeds 2 μm. Therefore, the particle diameters should not exceed 2 μm to reduce the impact of error of the particle 

center position and improve the precision of the proposed method. 

   
Fig. 8 Quality of reconstructed particle distribution: (a) Particle missing rate and (b) Position error of particle center 

3.4 Influence of particle concentration 

As observed in Section 3.2, the number of particles is determined by the particle concentration and the interrogation 

window. It is also suggested that a smaller interrogation window containing no fewer than 4 particles should be selected. 

Thus, an appropriate window size should be determined based on the particle concentration. Table 2 presents the particle 

concentrations and corresponding window sizes chosen for this investigation. In addition, the particle diameter is set as 

2 μm according to Section 3.3. Fig. 9 depicts the vector spacing and displacement errors of the reconstructed 3D 

displacement field achieved by the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method at different particle concentrations. It 

can be observed [Fig. 9(a)] that the vector spacing decreases with increasing particle concentration. For PTV, PIV-PTV 

and the proposed method, increasing the particle concentration increases the number of particle matching pairs within 

the measurement volume, leading to a reduction of vector spacing. For PIV, increasing particle concentration results in 

a higher number of displacement vectors since the interrogation window size for CC calculation decreases (refer to Table 

2). Consequently, this leads to a step-like decrease in the vector spacing. However, to obtain accurate displacement 

vectors in PIV, multiple particles are always necessary, and this creates a larger vector spacing than the PTV, PIV-PTV 

and the proposed method. 

Table 2 Interrogation window sizes for different particle concentrations 

Particle concentration/ppm 0.30 0.45 0.60-0.90 1.05-1.95 

Interrogation window size/voxel 224×224×12 192×192×10 160×160×8 128×128×6 
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(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 9 Performance of reconstructed 3D displacement field under varying particle concentrations: (a) Vector spacing and (b) Displacement 

error. 

Notably, the number of simulated particles within the measurement volume determines the lower limit of the vector 

spacing for the reconstruction of the 3D displacement field, as indicated by the purple curve in Fig. 9(a). However, for 

the proposed method, as the particle concentration increases, the gap between the reconstructed vector spacing and the 

lower limit progressively widens due to the increased particle missing rate, as shown in Fig. 10(a). A higher particle 

concentration creates more overlap between the reconstructed particles, thereby affecting the accuracy of identifying the 

particle center position through the Gaussian fitting. Increasing the particle concentration consequently increases the 

difference between the number of recognized reconstructed particles and the simulated particles, resulting in a wider gap 

between the reconstructed vector spacing and the lower limit. Moreover, as the particle concentration increases from 1.5 

ppm to 1.95 ppm, the particle missing rate escalates from 0.26 to 0.38. This increases a higher number of loss-of-pair 

particles. However, the CVM reduces the invalid displacement vectors caused by the loss-of-pair particles. As a result, 

the increase in the number of displacement vectors becomes tardily once the particle concentration surpasses 1.5 ppm. 

This indicates that in the proposed method, the vector spacing reaches a saturation point at a particle concentration of 

1.5 ppm due to the deteriorated particle reconstruction quality. 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 10 Quality of reconstructed particle distribution at different particle concentrations: (a) Particle missing rate and (b) Position error of 

particle center. 

Fig. 9(b) depicts the variation of displacement errors achieved by the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method 

with different particle concentrations. For PIV, the displacement error reduces significantly with increasing particle 

concentration. This is due to the reduction of interrogation window size as shown in Table 2, which in turn decreases the 

spatial filtering effect of the CC calculation55. Specifically, as the particle concentration increases from 0.3 ppm to 1.95 
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ppm, the displacement error decreases from 1.48 μm (approximately 5 voxels) to 0.77 μm (approximately 3 voxels). For 

the proposed method, increasing the particle concentration increases the displacement error. This is because the error of 

the reconstructed particle center position affects the displacement error. A higher particle concentration increases the 

particle overlapping and shifts the peak position of the Gaussian fitting function. Consequently, the error of particle 

center position increases with particle concentration as shown in Fig. 10(b), thereby exacerbating the displacement error. 

However, by employing the motion compensation and CVM, the proposed method provides minimum displacement 

error under different particle concentrations compared to other methods. 

4 Experimental validations 

To validate the proposed method, experiments were conducted on a microscale 3D velocity field within the 

microchannel with right-angle bends. The experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 11(a) consists of a LF microscope, a 

synchronizer and a microchannel with right-angle bends. The LF microscope is composed of an inverted microscope, a 

MLA and a CCD camera. The parameters listed in Table 1 are used for the LF microscope. The synchronizer is used to 

ensure synchronized control of the laser and the camera. The tracer particle is fluorescent polystyrene microspheres with 

a diameter of 2 μm and a density of 1.05 g/cm3. During the experiment, the water injected into the microchannel is seeded 

with tracer particles at a concentration of 1.5 ppm. The measurement volume, located in the right-angle bend region as 

shown in Fig. 11(b), has a size of 240 × 280 × 50 μm3 (L×W×H) and is discretized into voxels with the size of 0.275 

× 0.275 × 2 μm3. The microchannel in this region has a depth of 50 μm and widths of 220 μm and 500 μm on either side 

of the right-angle bend. The raw LF image of tracer particles, reconstructed particle distribution and the distribution of 

particle center position are shown in Fig. 12. 

   

(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup: (a) LF PIV-PTV system and (b) Microchannel. 

  

(a)                                           (b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 12 An example of (a) Raw LF image, (b) Reconstructed particle distribution and (c) Distribution of particle center position. 

The experimental velocity fields obtained by the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method at an inlet flow rate 

of 9 μL/min are shown in Fig. 13. The interrogation window size used in the CC calculation is 128×128×6 voxels. To 

verify the accuracy of the experimental velocity fields, a theoretical velocity field is also achieved through computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) based on the laminar flow model30, as shown in Fig. 14. The flow structure obtained through PTV 

does not resemble accurately the theoretical velocity field, suggesting a lower precision level. In contrast, the flow 

structures acquired by the PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method aligned with the theoretical velocity field. However, 

it can be observed that both the PIV-PTV and the proposed method provide more velocity vectors than the PIV by 

tracking individual particles. In addition, the proposed method utilizes the CVM for reducing approximately 40 

erroneous vectors generated by the loss-of-pair particles in the PIV-PTV [red dashed circle in Fig. 13(c)], thereby further 

improving the precision of the velocity field. 

 

(a)                                          (b) 

 

(c)                                          (d) 

Fig. 13 Experimental velocity fields: (a) PTV; (b) PIV; (c) PIV-PTV and (d) Proposed method. 
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Fig. 14 Theoretical velocity field 

Furthermore, the vector spacing and velocity error of different experimental velocity fields are compared. The 

vector spacing is obtained using Eq. (6). The velocity error, denoted by vel, is defined as 

  2

, ,
1

1 velN

vel exp i theory i
ivel

v v
N




  ,                           (8) 

where vexp,i and vtheory,i represent the experimental and theoretical values of the ith velocity vector, respectively, and Nvel 

is the total number of velocity vectors. 

Fig. 15 illustrates the vector spacing and velocity error of the velocity field for PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed 

method at different inlet flow rates. To assess the effect of time interval on the precision of the velocity field, the time 

interval of two consecutive frames is set to 500 μs, 500 μs and 250 μs for inlet flow rates of 5 μL/min, 9 μL/min, and 18 

μL/min, respectively. As shown in Fig. 15(a), the vector spacing of PIV remains consistent with the results obtained by 

the simulation as depicted in Fig. 9, with a fixed value of 14.68 μm without deviation. This is achieved by maintaining 

a constant integration window size of 128×128×6 voxels. Similar vector spacings are achieved for the PTV and the PIV-

PTV but slightly lower than the proposed method, which is also consistent with the simulation results (Fig. 9). This 

indicates that, under the experimental conditions, the proposed method can reduce the erroneous vectors caused by loss-

of-pair particles through the CVM. Notably, the average vector spacing of 10.75 μm achieved by the proposed method 

is higher than the simulation vector spacing of 8.80 μm. This is due to the lack of an accurately identified number of 

reconstructed particles caused by calibration errors and image noises. Nevertheless, the vector spacing achieved by the 

proposed method is 26% lower than that of the PIV. It further demonstrates that the proposed method provides a higher 

spatial resolution for higher particle concentrations. 

   
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 15 Velocity errors obtained at different inlet flow rates for different techniques: (a) Vector spacing and (b) Velocity error. 

From Fig. 15(b), it can be observed that when the inlet flow rate increases from 5 μL/min to 9 μL/min, the velocity 

error achieved by the PTV increases significantly although the two-frame time interval is set to 500 μs. This is because 
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the increasing inlet flow rate leads to a larger particle displacement and decreases the particle matching accuracy for the 

PTV with the nearest neighbor method. When the inlet flow rate increases to 18 μL/min, the velocity errors increase 

significantly for the PTV, PIV, PIV-PTV and the proposed method due to the time interval of 250 μs, as the velocity 

errors are inversely proportional to the time interval33. Although velocity errors are affected by the inlet flow rates and 

two-frame time intervals for the different experimental conditions, the velocity error achieved for the proposed method 

is always lower compared to the PIV-PTV, which is consistent with the numerical simulation results (Fig. 9). However, 

the experimental velocity error achieved by the proposed method is like the PIV, which contradicts the simulation results 

where the proposed method has achieved significantly higher precision than the PIV. This can be explained by the fact 

that during the experiment, the position error of the particle center is exacerbated due to the calibration errors and image 

noise. Besides, the nearest neighbor method used in the proposed method is more sensitive to the position error of the 

particle center than the CC calculation used in the PIV38. Nevertheless, for the proposed method, the experimental 

velocity error is 76% lower than the PTV. Therefore, it demonstrates that the proposed method can overcome the 

shortcoming of lower precision achieved by the PTV at higher particle concentrations. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, a LF PIV-PTV along with cross-validation matching is proposed for high-resolution microscale 3D 

velocity field measurement. Numerical simulations were conducted for the 3D displacement fields of tracer particle 

reconstruction and investigated the influence factors such as the size of the interrogation window, particle diameter and 

particle concentration. Measurements of the microscale 3D velocity filed in a microchannel with right-angle bends were 

conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The concluding remarks drawn from this study are 

summarized as follows. 

• The proposed method achieves individual particle tracking at higher particle concentrations and overcomes the 

shortcomings of low spatial resolution and precision involved in the PIV and PTV, also effectively reducing the 

erroneous vectors caused by loss-of-pair particles. 

• It is suggested that a small interrogation window containing no fewer than 4 particles should be chosen during the 

cross-correlation calculation to improve the precision of the PIV, thereby improving the spatial resolution and 

precision of the proposed method. It is also suggested that the particle diameter should not exceed 2 μm to avoid a 

large position error of the particle center. 

• The experimental study demonstrates that the proposed method can measure the high-resolution microscale 3D 

velocity fields accurately despite a slight reduction in the spatial resolution and precision compared to numerical 

simulation. At a particle concentration of 1.5 ppm, the proposed method outperforms the PIV and PTV by achieving 

a 26% improvement in spatial resolution and a 76% improvement in precision, respectively. 

However, the proposed method cannot solve the loss of spatial resolution fully caused by particle missing during 

volumetric reconstruction. Future research focuses on optimizing the volumetric reconstruction process to reduce particle 

missing rates and improve the spatial resolution of the velocity field. 
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